
Deliver & Manage 
Kubernetes Apps 
Anywhere

With Replicated, software vendors can ship 
their modern apps into diverse customer 
environments with speed, security, and 
ease, on-prem or in the cloud. 


60 of the Fortune 100 already manage apps via Replicated.
Replicated customers serve some of the world's largest 
and most innovative companies, from industries including 
financial services, automotive, and consumer technology.

Replicated Customers



Deliver Kubernetes Apps Anywhere
Take the friction out of shipping enterprise-grade modern 
applications securely 

Software vendors are modernizing their apps with containerization and Kubernetes 
and need to deliver those apps to enterprises whose own infrastructure 
modernization journeys may be slower, more complex, and not necessarily 
containerized themselves. Shipping modern software to these diverse, complex, 
customer-controlled environments is hard and keeps vendors from doing what they 
do best – developing great apps. 



Replicated helps software vendors ship their Kubernetes apps with flexibility, 
speed, and ease, for any customer (running Kubernetes or not) on-prem, in air gap, 
or in the cloud. This is multi-prem.


Benefits of Replicated for Kubernetes App Delivery and Management


We built all of these tools that 
theoretically you glue together 
and you get an on-prem 
installer. Turns out there is a lot 
more to it, so [now] we use 
Replicated.

Reduce both delivery and 
ongoing support & maintenance 
costs by up to 80%

Provide a seamless and intuitive 
experience to your customers

Accelerate time to market by 
focusing development on what 
you do best - your core products

Mitchell Hashimoto


Founder, HashiCorp



The Replicated admin console offers the 

most advanced end-user experience for 

environment validation, setup, last-mile 

configuration, updates, snapshots and 

app management. 

Next Gen Admin Experience

K8s App Delivery & 
Management for Any 
Customer

Replicated’s app manager and 
Kubernetes installer enables 
vendors to deliver to both 
customers with an existing 
Kubernetes cluster as well as to 
those without any Kubernetes 
knowledge. Deploy into any 
environment -- on-prem, air gapped,  
bare metal, GovCloud, VPC, vSphere 
or existing Kubernetes clusters -- all 
on a single architecture.

With Replicated’s vendor portal, 
vendors can easily manage the entire 
customer lifecycle - from free trials and 
open source/community licensing to 
Beta access or granular/custom 
feature entitlements, with open API 
integration to existing CRM systems 
and workflows.

Customer Management



We were initially just a SaaS product when we were approached with government 
contracts that required air gap installs. Without Replicated, we would have had 
to walk away. We found a great way to open up our total addressable market 
with Replicated.

Tyler Browder, CEO & Co-Founder

We love how much faster & easier Replicated has made delivering our software to 
our customers’ environments. Replicated saved us hundreds of hours and I will 
never go back.


Seth Sanchez, Support Manager

Replicated allows us to support our customers in any environment. We can 
provide them with the same maintenance and management experience as on 
our cloud platform.



Kathryn Murphy, EVP & GM

Automate Troubleshooting


With Replicated, collectors and analyzers simplify and 
streamline customer support by enabling automated and 
customizable data collection and analysis for rapid self-
service and reduced overall MTTR. 

Pipeline Integration
Replicated’s release channels help vendors manage the 

release cadence that is exposed to their multi-prem 

customers while also supporting tight integration with 

their internal CI/CD pipelines. 

What our customers are saying...
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